Dr. Frank K. Ainsworth, of Los Angeles, who came in with General McCook's party yesterday, was Arizona's first surgeon-general. He resigned to become captain of the Prescott Rifles, then needed to thin out an undue Indian exuberance. They were duly thinned. decently Dr. Ainsworth resigned his position as major and surgeon of the Seventh California infantry, N. G. C., in order to devote his time more completely to his profession. He is an accomplished tactician, and our military boys must keep in line today if they expect to win the approval of trained military men.

Ainsworth, Dr (Frank K.?)
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1904, p. 343.

Crime; the Ainsworth-Gentry affair, 1859.

(Note: Not copied. Could this be Our Dr. Frank K. Ainsworth, Arizona's first Surgeon General?)